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Solution SheetIP Reputation - Fraud Platform Integration

Transform Static  
IP Data and Behavior 
Patterns to Uncover 
and Identify 
Potential Risks
IP Reputation
Neustar IP Reputation is the authoritative source of risk scoring 
data for IP addresses worldwide. We analyze billions of daily global 
queries from a variety of industry sources including financial services, 
streaming media/OTT content distribution, advertising, insurance, 
gaming, government and healthcare. So, when a decision is made  
to identify an IP address as risky, you can be confident that you’re 
using the most insightful IP Reputation data available.

An IP Address Is Not  
Just Another Number
An IP address is more than just a number. It provides critical 
information that enables you to assess the risk associated with 
attempts to access your site or transact with your company. Do you 
know who’s really behind an online purchase or request to access 
content on your site? Can you identify attempts to hide the true 
location from which the request originates? IP Reputation makes 
it easier to spot potential fraud by identifying and scoring the risk 
associated with an IP addresses. So, you can tell whether the IP is 
being used by an actual human being or is non-human (bot or server) 
traffic, whether it has been associated with malicious activity in the 
past, and if its risk profile has changed since the last time you saw it.

	¡ Identify malicious  
traffic and block risky IP’s 
from network access

	¡ Two simple scores help 
identify “non-human”  
or bot traffic and the  
level of risk associated 
with an IP address

	¡ Allows you to identify 
fraudsters and “bad-
actors” to prevent  
online/CNP fraud 

	¡ Neustar’s proprietary  
“Data Exhaust” provides 
enhanced risk insight

	¡ Helps you deliver a better 
customer experience 
while reducing customer 
support costs

	¡ On-demand solution 
and RESTful API ensures 
easy integration using any 
programming language or 
programmatic solution 

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
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Real User Score Risk Score

To arrive at this score, we analyze usage 
patterns across key industries as well as 
collection of non-human activity (e.g. server 
and botlists) to differentiate real end-user 
(human) traffic from non-human (server or 
bot) traffic. The higher the number (e.g. 5),  
the more likely the traffic is “non-human”.

This score provides insight about the risk  
of the IP address being associated with 
malicious activity from IP threat intelligence 
sources. The higher the risk score (e.g. 100), 
the more likely the IP has been associated  
with nefarious activity.

Human or Non-Human?
Score between 1 and 5

Purpose
	§ Differentiate real-user (human) traffic  

from non-human (bot/server) traffic

Data Collected
	§ Usage patterns from internal Neustar  

Data Exhaust

	§ Ingestion of known server and bot lists

Output: Real-User Score
	§ The higher the number, the more likely  

the traffic is “non-human”

How Risky?
Score between 1 and 100

Purpose
	§ Insight about the risk of an IP being 

associated with malicious activity

	§ Understand threat and risk insights

Data Collected
	§ Data from leading threat intelligence sources, 

including internal Neustar Data Exhaust

Output: Risk Score
	§ The higher the number, the more likely the  

IP has been associated with risky activity

Two Powerful Scores Help  
You Assess IP Risk
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Proprietary Neustar Intelligence Data Exhaust  
Provides More Risk Insight
As a leading provider of Marketing and Security services, Neustar, a TransUnion company, is uniquely 
positioned to see network traffic patterns and threat actors across all verticals. By analyzing traffic 
behavior and identifying threats, we use this “Data Exhaust” to identify query patterns that indicate 
human or non-human behavior and increased risk. We then use that data and insight to enhance the Real 
User Score. Our powerful Data Exhaust adds yet another layer of intelligence to help teams confidently 
determine if traffic is originating from a real-user (human), or if it is non-human (bot/server) traffic.

IP Reputation Data Flow in Action  
for Fraud Platform Integration
IP Reputation Scores can be requested at each touch point in the customer journey.

Neustar
IP Reputation

Engine
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Customer sends IP address 
along with any additional data 
(e.g. zip code) to Neustar 
IP Reputation Engine

Real User and/or Risk Scores
are generated in real time and
sent back to the fraud platform

ACTION/TRX ACTION/TRXFRAUD PLATFORM

User attempts to access 
a web property or initiates 
a transaction (TRX)

Decisioning is based on “risk”
and “reputation” associated
with the IP address.

Recommendations 
maybe made to:
Allow, Review, Deny

Neustar IP Reputation Engine
scores the IP address with
input from multiple proprietary
Neustar data sources

Data is updated as often 
as every 20 minutes

IP data is collected from 
billions of transactions we 
see each day across our 
customers across all verticals

Neustar Data
Collection Network
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Each request to the Neustar IP Reputation Engine can return the following  
data fields to add powerful risk insight to your decisioning process

Neustar IP Reputation data can be delivered via RESTful API service call to our  
hosted web service or via a .CSV file for integration into platforms and or solutions.

Neustar Hosted
(Access via API)

.CSV
Data feed for integration into existing 
solutions database or platform for 
retrieval by customized service requests

Access via RESTful API call 
to Neustar hosted web service

CUSTOMER SUBMITS

IP Address: 156.154.X.X

IP REPUTATION DATA FIELDS

Real User Score - Non human?

Risk Score - Spam, attack, malicious?

History - Change date, last score

Timestamp - Score date

Result Code (ML features)

IP Reputation Data Fields

Delivery Methods
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For more information, call 1-855-898-0036 x4, email risk@team.neustar, or  
visit www.risk.neustar

LEARN MORE


